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Abstract
Next generation sequencing technologies produce an astronomical amount of useful data, but also artefacts
and errors. Some of these errors may mimic true biological signals, such as mutations, and therefore may invalidate
conclusions.
In next generation sequencing, two types of errors may occur: experimental and computational. Computational
errors are those that stem from the digital post-processing of sequenced samples, and are the main subject of
this paper. Post-processing involves procedures such as quality-scoring, aligning, assembling, variant calling,
genotyping and error-correction of the data. This paper is about post-processing errors and computational methods
to detect and correct them.
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Introduction
The original Sanger sequencing method [1,2] is referred to as a
first-generation DNA sequencing technology. The next generation
sequencing technologies (NGS) [3] include: (i) Second generation
sequencing, the massive parallel sequencing of relatively short DNA
fragments [4]; and (ii) Third generation sequencing, in which single
DNA molecules hence much longer fragments are the subject of
sequencing [5].
In this paper we will focus on second generation DNA sequencing,
and will omit the term ‘second generation’ while mentioning NGS
further.
The Sanger method differs from the NGS in, among other things
that it works with relatively large fragments which simplifies assembling.
Despite the fact that it is laborious, and therefore time consuming and
expensive, the Sanger method is still respected as the most reliable
technique and hence functions as the ‘gold standard’ [6].
This implies that in spite of its sophisticated and elaborated
sequencing machinery, the much faster and cheaper NGS technologies
are still prone to mistakes that may lead to incorrect conclusions.
Artefacts generated during library preparation, in particular as side
effects of the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), introduce artificial
mutations [7] and sequencing bias. The latter arises because the
nucleotide composition of particular regions of the genome may
make them less likely to be duplicated depending on the parameter
setting of the cloning process. The consequence is that certain parts of
the genome are better covered by fragments than others. Ideally, this
coverage should be homogeneous, i.e., the counts of nucleotides (from
copied fragments) should be uniformly distributed over the positions
in the reference genome. Unfortunately, this is often not the case [8]:
Particular areas of the genome might be underrepresented because of
the sequence complexity and/or function, while other areas might be
overrepresented, e.g. repetitive DNA.

Box 1: NGS library construction
Sequencing involves the shearing of DNA into numerous fragments.
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Originally, restriction enzymes were used to cut off specific parts that
were stored in dedicated strains of bacteria or bacteriophages (as “BAC
libraries”) so that they could be cloned, sorted and fragmented again.
Although this is no longer done in current sequencing technology,
the name “library” has stuck and is now used in a more general sense
for the collection of DNA fragments that has undergone laboratory
treatments (including cloning them into a large number of copies to
boost the source material by means of the Polymerase Chain Reaction,
PCR) to make them suitable for the actual sequencing on instruments
specially devised for this purpose.
NGS technologies consist of shearing DNA molecules into collection
of numerous small fragments, called a ‘library’, and their further
extensive parallel sequencing. These sequenced overlapping fragments
(their fixed length ends actually) are assembled into contiguous strings.
The contiguous sequences are in turn further assembled into genomes
for further scientific analysis.
DNA sequencing is essential for establishing similarities and
spotting deviations (as in mutation screening) between the genomes
of individuals and taxa. Hence, its results are used as well to compare
genomes from forensic, ecological and evolutionary perspectives as to
identify genetic aberrations that might be involved in the aetiology of
certain diseases.
We refer to [9-17] for the classification and detailed characteristics
of NGS platforms. In spite of sophisticated and elaborated experimental
sequencing parts, it is accepted that, strikingly, one of the main
challenges in NGS is the digital processing of the big data [3,18].
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The NGS data processing is arranged in a set of sequential steps,
called a pipeline. A typical post-sequencing NGS pipeline [11,12]
consists of:
1)

Quality control of raw sequence reads;

2)

Aligning to a reference genome/assembly;

3)

Post-alignment quality control and re-calibration;

4)

Identification of mutations (variant calling and genotyping);

5)

Post-variant call/genotyping quality control;

6)

Data storage and compression.

If no reference exists for the sequenced genome, step 2 may be
substituted (or combined) by a de-novo genome assembly step [17].
Each step incorporates some error-correction procedures [10,19].

Box 2: Post-processing pipelines information
There are several good reviews about NGS computational postprocessing frameworks [4-12]. There are also good sources online
[16,18,20] which can help researchers to create their own pipelines,
monitor their data and chose a bioinformatics tools to do so. There
are even ‘meta’ pipelines [13,14] that have been developed, which offer
tools to build up customised pipelines.
For each of the first five steps above we will address: i) What they
are and aim at; ii) How they work, and iii) The various ways they can
be applied, their problems and best practices to solve them. We do
this by providing a brief summary of the methodology, presenting an
overview of the available tools and a brief assessment of their strengths
and weaknesses. We will also review error models and NGS simulation
in the section 6 of the paper.

Quality Control (QC) of raw sequence reads
For any platform, initial raw digital outputs of DNA sequencing are
nucleotide base calls and their qualities. Base calls and their qualities
are usually stored conventionally in the form of FASTQ [21], or BAM/
SAM [22] formatted files, and is the input for the majority of a postprocessing pipelines.

Box 3: Base calls, their qualities, and reads
The raw digital output of DNA sequencing consists of a series of
assessed nucleotide identities (“base calls”) from a restricted part of the
cloned fragments (e.g. the k first and last nucleotides, where k depends
on the NGS technology) called reads and the qualities of those base
calls. A base call quality (“Q”) corresponds to the probability that a base
call deviates from the identity of the corresponding nucleotide in the
reference genome [23].
The quality of a base-call may depend on the quality of the signal
used in the recognition of a nucleotide, which typically involves the
intensity of the identifying fluorescence released by reagents during the
sequencing In Illumina, signal quality is measured by a combination of
metrics, one of which (“purity”) captures the unambiguity of fluorescent
intensities. Because sequencing in Illumina is done in cycles (in each cycle
one base is called, thus the number of cycles is equal to the read length k)
and reagents may lose their vigour over time, signal quality, and therefore
base-call, quality could be affected by the duration of the run. The decrease
of signal quality, and hence of base call quality, with increasing cycle
number has been established by a number of studies [24].
The relationship between base-call quality and signal quality is,
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however, not always straight forward. For instance, although artificial
mutations induced during library preparation will show up as
discrepancies from the reference genome and by all means are missidentifications, they are not necessarily base calls of low signal quality.
Compared to Sanger sequencing, NGS technologies are challenged
by shorter sequence read length, higher base call error rate, platform/
instrument/sample specific artefacts [25], and often low uneven
coverage [26,27]. Short reads, in turn, result in limited ability to
sequence repetitive DNA [28]. These features lower an accuracy of NGS
downstream analysis (e.g. mutation detection and de-novo assembly)
by introducing sequencing biases and errors that might lead to incorrect
interpretation of data.
A quality control of raw sequence reads is an initial check of the
soundness and usefulness of the input. Many of the artefacts brought
about by flaws in library preparation and sequencing only become
apparent at later stages of the pipeline, but some of them can be detected
by QC of raw sequence reads. Therefore it is very important to QC raw
sequence reads before further analysis.
The main metrics used in QC of raw sequence reads to characterise
artefacts are shortly described below. These metrics reflect library
preparation and sequencer’s performance, but not post-processing
quality.
Total read count should be counted after PCR/optical duplicates
removal, which might inflate count’s value. It reflects general library
usefulness, and should be large enough for a statistical significance of
results. The Q value distribution should be skewed towards high quality
base calls (majority Q30+), as shown in the Figure 2.
In the Figure 1 one can see an example of a Q distribution for
HiSeq v4 Illumina release, Phix spiked-in control, and one lane. There
are only five quality bins in this release, so there are 5 vertical bars for
Q 10,22,27,33 and 37. The reads here are 100 bp long. One can see that
the majority of called bases are of higher quality here, S33+. Generally,
to ensure that a data is useful, at least a half of it should be higher than
Q30.
A low quality bases arise mostly because of sequencer’s biases and
imperfections [29,30]. They can add unreliable sequences to the dataset,
and lead to false interpretation of data.
Low quality reads or bases at the end of reads are trimmed [31,32],
so low quality and possibly wrong called data will not confuse further
analysis. However, there are special conditions on an error correction,
namely it can be applied only to homogeneous and high-coverage data,

Figure 1: Example of quality values decline per cycle, read length 150 bp,
reverse read, Illumina HiSeq. From WTSI quality control web page.
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k-mer profiling (distribution), which might be of special use for further
assembly.
The NGS QC Toolkit [46], besides performing a quality check and
providing descriptive statistics, filters low Q data and trims low Q ends
of reads. In addition, it allows the conversion between different file
formats of NGS data from Illumina and Roche 454 platforms.

Problems and best practices to solve them in QC cleaning
We would recommend filtering in moderation in order not to raise
false negative rate. However, any deviation from expected values for the
QC metrics mentioned before might be a potential artefact.
Figure 2: Q-value distribution of all called bases, Illumina HiSeq v4. X-axis is
for Q-values. Y-axis is amount of bases called with these values.

which is often not the case for NGS [26,27], especially for the Whole
Genome Sequencing (WGS) and GC-extreme regions [8].
Quality per cycle distribution, see the Figure 1. To be sure of good
sequencer performance one should not see random quality deeps
or peaks per cycle. It should gradually decline with cycle because of
declining signal-to-noise ratio, as one can see in the Figure 1.
Proportion of duplicate reads should be low, not more than around
10%. Duplicate reads, arising due to PCR (when a library is of low
complexity) and optical problems (at the stage of sequencing itself on
machine), can bias data towards artificially frequent reads and lead to
over-estimating a particular variant contribution in the data. Duplicate’s
removal is also discussed [33,34].
Proportion if adaptors should be very low, less than 3% at least.
Adapter parts might be erroneously sequenced in the beginning of a
read, and thus may introduce artificial mutations [35-37]. There are a
number of popular tools for adaptor removing from raw sequence reads
[34,38-40].
Di-multiplexing, namely separating samples based on their tags,
ideally should be even across tags. In pooled multiplex sequencing, the
size of each pool is a critical issue [38,39]. Thus reasonably even dimultiplexing [20,35,40] ensures less biased data.
There is a good metric for Illumina performance: proportion of
purity-filtered data. High purity data is a high signal-to-noise data; see
section 3.1 further for more explanations about purity and its filtering.
It should be majority of the data, more than 80% in average.
There is also an option to QC check a library even before
sequencing. Thus MiSeq QC [41] allows performing a QC run on
libraries before deep-sequenced on a larger machine, HiSeq or HiSeqX.
Most sequencers [42,43] generate a QC reports, as part of their
processing pipeline. These reports cover a general performance of the
corresponding sequencer itself only. They usually do not consider any
effects of library preparations and sample extraction.
An exception is FastQC [44]. It is designed to detect problems which
originated either in sequencer or in the library preparation step. It is
supported by visualising plots and warnings about uncertain results.
It is one of the most popular raw sequence reads QC currently. It is a
very rapid estimation of various metrics based on stratified sampling
of the data.
In contrast, FaQCs [45] monitors errors in the complete bulk of
the data, and removes low Q-value reads. Its interesting feature is a
J Proteomics Bioinform, an open access journal
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Sequence-specific errors create an additional challenge for QC
cleaning [47,48]. These are particular combinations of nucleotide,
which are prone to signal to noise decline, and therefore are hard to
be sequenced, e.g. ‘GGT’, ‘GGC’ patterns for Illumina [30,47,48]. The
genome regions containing these errors can be covered very unevenly:
they can be under-represented in the data, because their quality is
usually low, and they are prone to be trimmed out. Moreover, they
can be over-represented as well when error prone reads cluster in low
complexity repetitive regions.

Aligning Reads to a Reference Genome and/or Assembly
Reads
The next step is the matching of the reads to locations at the
reference genome, so called mapping. This is done by aligning reads
to stretches of the reference genome to which they are most similar in
terms of nucleotide sequence. Mapping is the most time and computer
memory consuming step [49,50]. It is also crucial: Any artefact in
alignment will be subject to further processing and hence propagate
errors to the subsequent stages of sequencing.
Because of NGS massive amount of short reads, it is too slow to use
the well-known BLAST [51] algorithm, and therefore specific memory
and time optimised aligning algorithms, NGS aligners, are developed.
Aligners for NGS vary with respect to their methods, computer
resource usage and sensitivity [8,52]. Therefore they may result
in different mapping results. It should be mentioned here that the
mappability depends on the read length and varies across the genome
depending on DNA complexity. Thus sensitivity might be advisable to
compute for capture regions in target sequencing, when comparing
aligners.
Aligning algorithms also differ in their ability to deal with particular
sequencing platforms, protocols, quality of base, and in the handling of
structural features of the DNA subject to sequencing (such as repeating
motives, gaps, deletions and insertions of nucleotides).
For comparisons and benchmark tests for aligners see [53-57] and
the excellent review [50]. The list of aligners is updated online [58].

Box 4: Brief description and classification of NGS aligners
and assemblers
NGS alignment algorithms can be divided into two types on the
basis of their main methods:
(i) Aligners using hash table indexing method [57]. Typical
representatives are MAQ [22], SOAP [59], Novoalign [60], SSAHA [61]
etc.;
(ii) Aligners using a Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT), such
as BWA [62], Bowtie [63], SOAP2 [64] etc.). All aligners usually pre-
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process and index both reference and/or reads before actual search
of matching read position in the reference genome. A hash table is a
type of look up table with more advanced structure of indexing. BWT
compresses data in a specific way (modification of a suffix array) before
matching. Burrows-Wheeler Transform aligners are faster and use less
memory than hash table methods, but are less sensitive [65].

with the number of sequential nucleotides identified within a read
(“cycle-length”) so that errors accumulate at their 3’ ends because of
error accumulation and molecule degradation [76]. Therefore accuracy
of mapping the 3’ end of a read suffers. However, one should be careful
in clipping the 3’ end: The alignment accuracy is affected when read
length is short and significant number of bases are clipped [77,78].

Current assembling algorithms for NGS consist of two main types
[66]: (i) Overlap-layout-consensus (OLC) methods; and (ii) Eulerian/
de Bruijn Graph (DBG) methods. Both types utilise a graph theory
to represent NGS data, but OLC considers reads to be nodes, while
DBG takes k-mer for a node. A graph’s edges are represented by nodes’
overlapping sequences for both classes.

Of the more specific shortcomings, we mention platformdependent issues, complications due to the functional- and structural
complexity of the sample DNA and the type of protocol used (reflecting
the specific aims of the sequencing endeavour).

Originally, OLC assemblers were used for longer read Sanger
sequencing [67]. They were adopted for shorter reads, e.g. Newbler for
454 and Ion Torrent. However, for larger amount of shorter reads, such
as Illumina, SOLiD, DBG methods (Velvet, etc.) became more suitable.
A sequence assembly refers to aligning and merging short fragments
from a DNA sequence in order to reconstruct the original sequence.
Genome assembling is based on assumption that similar reads belong to
the same genomic location [54], which enables to reconstruct genomes
after sequencing.
If the genome of a species has not been sequenced before, the
assembly of the reads results in the first version of its reference genome.
This is called “de-novo assembly”. Sometimes a de-novo assembly is
used in combination with alignment in order to reconstruct previously
inadequately covered and unreliably sequenced genome regions. It is
more expensive computationally compared just to reference-based
aligning, but it significantly increases accuracy and completeness of the
new assembly/reference [8,52].
Assembling algorithms are very dependent on data types [68], so
they closely follow technological developments, and evolve very fast.
For an extensive literature on assemblers consult [54,69-73]. The list of
aligners is updated online [53].
A comparison/aligning genomes without assembling them is
suggested by Patro and Kingsford [74]. There may be an advantage to
do so, especially for de novo sequenced genomes. The authors suggested
different statistics (based on k-mer distributions within reads) for this
comparison. However, possible PCR biases in coverage (and other
biases) are not considered at all.
It is not the scope of this paper to review all aligners and assemblers
that are currently in use. Here we will concentrate on some of the
problems troubling aligners and assemblers in general.

Problems and best practices to solve them: aligners and
assemblers
A first stumbling block for somebody wanting to use aligners or
assemblers is the sheer number of tools that are available. Thus what aligner
or assembly methods to choose becomes not an easy question [68].
Reference errors: One should be aware that an alignment step
is obviously dependent on a reference’s accuracy. In the case of bad
reference, many reference mismatches are not distinguishable from
high quality genuine variants. This is also true even in case of an overall
well assembled reference (e.g. human) for regions with low mappability.
Reference consortium [75] takes care of reliable references.
A bias common to most technologies is that their accuracy decreases
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Read length and error rates per platform: Depending on the
sequencing platform read lengths range from 50-1000 bp [17]. For the
main short read platforms the lengths and error rates are as following
[17]: Illumina delivers read length 50-300 bp at the error rate 0.1%
for end trimmed reads with overall Q30; SOLiD 50-75 bp, 0.1%; Ion
Torrent PGM 200-400 bp, 1%; 454 delivers 400-1000 bp reads, 1% error
rate.
If reads are short it is more difficult to match them unambiguously
to a unique genomic location, because sub-sequences of base typically
reoccur many times in a reference genome (this is called “genomic
redundancy”).
Certain sequencing platforms allow for larger read lengths than
others (for example 200 bp by Ion Torrent and 700 bp by Roche’s 454
compared to Illumina’s reads of 100-250 bp) which makes mapping
easier. However, this advantage is outdone by their higher mismatcherror rate; aligners automatically discard reads with too many
mismatches on the basis of a pre-set mismatch error rate in a read.
Unfortunately, this culling disregards the nature of the mismatch and
thus may filter out natural variants.
Sequencing errors is a challenge for aligners [48,79-81]. Obviously,
if a read contains more mismatches than allowed by aligner (e.g. 2
per 30 bp seed), than it will not be aligned at all, even if it contains
biological signal.
Platform-specific biases: The technology on which a platform is
founded may bias it toward particular sequencing mistakes, in turn
resulting in platform-specific error profiles.
Some of ‘light-based’ sequencing platforms, such as SOLiD, Illumina
and Complete Genomics, utilise fluorescent dye’s labelling to measure
signal strength for a corresponding sequencing cycle. These platforms
are known to be affected by GC-bias, i.e. a low coverage of either GCrich or GC-poor (AT-rich) DNA regions [26,82]. It is probably brought
about as artefacts of the fragmentation and cloning procedures during
library preparation [79,83].
The SOLiD, Illumina and Complete Genomics platforms
characteristically suffer from single nucleotide miss-identifications.
The SOLiD platform is also known to have problems with sequencing
palindromic sequences [84].
Ion Torrent’s Personal Genome Machine (PGM) utilises
semiconductor sequencing technology that operates on acidity (pH)
instead of light. Roche’s 454 [85] uses a pyro-sequencing technology.
In contrast to the typical single nucleotide miss-identifications of the
Illumina and SOLiD, the accuracy of both methods depends on the
length of stretches of identical nucleotides, so called homo-polymers.
Inaccurate flow-calls result in insertion/deletion (indel) errors, mostly
homo-polymer-associated errors, when short homo-polymers are over-
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represented, while long are underrepresented [86,87], thus creating an
accuracy dependence on a homo-polymer length. Most typical error for
the pyrosequencing-type technologies is also indel.

DNA, NGS sequencing often fails to sequence repeats accurately
[97,98]. All current technologies are error-biased while dealing with
repeats.

Identifying indels from NGS is known to be very challenging [87],
because ‘indel by itself interferes with accurate mapping’. To map indels
accurately, Pair-End (PE) information is utilised [88]. It works for
indels half a size of reads.

But even if a repetitive DNA stretch is sequenced correctly, it might
be confused by similar DNA in other genome location, and therefore
mis-aligned. In addition, repetitive DNA is often a hot-spot of genuine
mutations and structural variations [99].

Longer deletions are detected by a split-read approach [89], where
the information from unmapped reads, likely to contain insertion
breakpoints, is utilised. For long insertions a combination with de-novo
assembly of poorly covered regions is also required [87]. There is some
inconsistency in ranging indel sizes. Here we define short indels are
defined as having the size around 1-16 bp, large indels are scaled up to
1 kb, while medium sized are around 16-50 bp [89].

On a positive side, a lot of the reference genome sequence repeats
are already well-known and UCSC tracks [94] can be used to mask these
regions. There is evidence [100,101] that single-molecule technologies
are helpful in resolving repetitive DNA issues.

Sequence-specific errors: For pyrosequencing platforms, a
‘homopolymer-associated’ error leads to discarding repetitive DNA
after aligning. There is an evidence of context-dependent indel errors as
well. Thus, for Ion Torrent, GC-poor organisms have higher error rate
and poorer coverage than GC-balanced [90].
Minoche et al. [80] have shown that for Illumina HiSeq some particular
short sub-sequences in plant and virus genomes were accounted for
disproportionally high contribution in the overall error rate, up to
24%. This finding was supported by Abnizova et al. [81], where the
authors found similar regions with similar motifs associated with high
error rate. It was suggested that the origin of this artefact is the motif ’s
vulnerability for Illumina HiSeq common error tendencies: Cross-talk,
phasing inaccuracy and G-quenching. Both teams suggested employing
a strand -specific quality metric to detect this artefact because of its
strand asymmetric distribution.
DNA functionality causes aligning biases: Different parts of a
genome are involved in different operations and this is reflected in the
nucleotide composition of particular DNA regions. This significantly
affects the fragmentation of sample DNA, especially for the whole
genome sequencing (G/C splitting bias [91]) as well as the ease by
which the fragments can be aligned and mapped.
A study of NGS biases [92], revealed that less complex sequences
of introns are less covered with reads (mapped) than more complex
sequences of exons. The authors also found that mappability peaks were
correlated with biological features, such as intron-exon junction, splice
sites, expression level and transcription length.
In line with the above, to confirm an existence of sequencing
dependency on DNA functionality, the Auerbach et al. [93] have shown
that regions proximal to promoters are prone for sonication breakage,
and therefore are the subjects of regional bias. These regions are also
responsible for a non-uniform read coverage, producing massive peaks
of aligned reads.
One possible solution would be to use UCSC HiSeq Depth tracks
[94] where known high sequence depth regions are annotated.
Repetitive DNA causes assembly problem: A particular
bothersome feature of the sequential structure of many (if not most)
genomes are the presence of large stretches of repetitive DNA (so-called
“repeats”): repetitive DNA is consistently overlooked, miss-aligned and
miss-assembled by all platforms [28].
More than half of human genome of DNA consists of repetitive
elements [95], the fraction of repetitive DNA is even larger for certain
plant genomes [96]. Despite of functional importance of repetitive
J Proteomics Bioinform, an open access journal
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Except different repetitive DNA, short indels and segmental
duplications are also hard to align [28] because of uncertainty at which
location to put an identical DNA stretch.
Box 5: Alu repeat example: For example, a reconstruction of a long
mobile elements, such as Alu [102] is still a challenge for a shortread NGS [103]. The reason is that Alu repeats are known to be very
abundant in a primate genomes [104]. Though an assemble approaches
are successfully utilised for a task of discovery of novel Alu repeats
[105,106], the variability of coverage across samples biases the Alu
reconstruction towards common insertions.
Assembling is complicated by a repetitive DNA as well. The main
assembling assumption (similar reads belong to the same location)
is violated by different types of repeats and polymorphic sites. For
genomes where the ratio of repeat length to read length is large [54],
assembly becomes computationally not tractable. Apparently, if a
whole long repetitive stretch were sequenced together with their flanks,
it would be easier to locate it back into genome. With longer read
technologies there is significant improvement in resolving of repetitive
DNA assembly problem [107]. The 10XG linked read sequencing [108],
Oxford Nanopore (ONT), PacBio and Illumina TruSeq [28] increased
assembly capacities while dealing with repeats [109].
Disadvantage of excessive coverage of repetitive regions (many
similar sequences are placed in the same location) can be used creatively.
Thus, many software tools for genome mapping and assembly [110,111]
uses coverage variability to distinguish unique regions from repetitive
ones.
Protocol’s diversity: PE and MP usage: Sequencing protocols are
very different depending on a researcher’s task: e.g. reads sequenced
in pairs (pair end, PE and mate-pair, MP) [99,112,113] or singles (SE).
PE are utilised by Illumina, and MP by Roche 454 platforms [113].
For Illumina, PE reads help to detect direction and distance between
sequenced reads, so reads containing complex DNA can be mapped
uniquely [64,114,115].
A special type of PE reads, the long inserts reads (up to 5-10 KB),
commonly named as mate-pair libraries [116,117] are useful to link
long repeats (including repetitive transposable elements, TEs) and
structural variations, and to orient contigs (continues sequences).
Box 6: Single-end, paired-end and mate-pair sequencing: In singleend sequencing (SE), a DNA stretch is sequenced in one direction. In
paired-end (PE) sequencing, a DNA stretch is sequenced from both
directions. A fluctuation in the expected length between two ends of
a PE read after genome alignment can point to a structural variation
[118].
Mate-pair is different from PE in library preparation. In PE, the ends
of a fragment in a library are sequenced. In contrast to PE, a library for
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fragment ends is created for MP first, and then these end fragments
are sequenced. In MP sequencing, much longer than for PE, 2-10
kb, fragments are sequenced from both ends. This gives information
how far apart nucleotides are linked.
Assembly and mapping problems can be resolved by a longer
reads, when it is possible to detect a correct genomic location for
a sequenced DNA. Thus, a new synthetic long reads [28] from the
Illumina TruSeq are as long as third generation PacBio [100], and has
much lower error rate, around 0.03% per base. These long reads are
assembled from corresponding Illumina short reads, combining wet
lab and computational efforts [119]. Note that the synthetic long reads
are essentially single-ended (SE). These reads enable researchers to
accurately assemble highly-repetitive TE sequences, such as of a fruit
fly genome [119] with a high uniform coverage. However, there are still
gaps in assembly reported, together with a low coverage for repetitive
GC-low regions (GC-bias).
Unfortunately, as soon as some problems are resolved, side effects of
new methods arrive. Thus, the extra-long fragments of mate-pair reads
allow discovery of structural variants and de novo assembly. The main
problems are: (i) Especially complicated construction of their libraries,
and (ii) Frequent mistakes of mapping: ‘inward facing’ reads instead of
‘outward facing’, which leads to chimeric read’s mapping [41]. Among
other problems are: smaller than expected insert sizes [116], AT-rich
sequences are underrepresented [120], random spontaneous secondary
fragmentation [121].
Assembler’s discordance: One more problem is assembler’s
significant discordance [122]: Different assemblers produce very
different amount of assembled data for the same data sets, especially for
homologous genome regions.
On a positive side, the 10X Genomics [107] linked-read technology
arrived recently, which is capable to assemble thousand Illumina
reads into long haplotype phased mega-base blocks [108]. It helps to
overcome main problem of short-read aligners and assemblies, namely
it allows to locate repetitive regions uniquely. And happily, there is a
post-aligning QC option.

Post-Mapping QC
A post-mapping QC is referred to a checking of quality of mapped

reads. Mapping is known [123] to be the main source of sequencing
artefacts. Prior to the in-depth research analysis it is recommended
[124] that one checks the quality of mapped reads because some issues,
such as low uneven coverage, homo-polymer biases or experimental
artefacts only appear after the alignment.

Problems and best practices to solve them: post-mapping
statistics
As one could have noticed from the previous section, there are a
lot of challenges for aligners and assemblers. To ensure they worked
reasonable, there is a magnitude of QC metrics to track an aligner’s
performance [124-127]. An amount of post-mapping metrics is large,
so we decided to mention several important and/or interesting metrics
with brief descriptions, pitfalls and ways to resolve them.
Box 7: List of post-mapping QC tools: The majority of postmapping QC metrics one can obtain from popular packages such
as SAMtools [123], Picard [125], GATK [126], QPLOT [127]. Nice
visualization is provided by IGV [128] and GAP5 [129,130]. There are
good visualization genome reviews [131,132].
Thus, a mapping quality score, Q-mapping, is designed to report a
likelihood that a read is aligned correctly [22]. However, a standard
output mapping scores of many alignment tools are poorly correlated
with actual accuracy of mapping [133]. To solve this problem, a logistic
regression method to recalibrate unreliable Q-mapping is suggested by
Ruffalo et al. [134]. It is reported to reduce the FP of a downstream
variant calling almost 10 times.
Important information on mapped and unmapped read properties
is analysed in SAMStat [135]. QC metrics, such as: Mismatch and indel
rates; Insert size distribution; Over-represented k-mers,-allow to analyse
if unmapped read arrived just because of sequencing mistakes, or it
contains an important biological signal, e.g splice junction or genomic
region escaped from a reference genome.
Proportion of high/low bases and errors: cumulative/survival
curves for base calls/errors vs Q-value, see example below:
In the Figure 3, the blue solid line represents cumulative proportion
of all bases called with particular Q-value. One can see that there
are 90% of bases with Q30+ at the left plot (forward read, R1). The

Figure 3: Survival curves for bases (blue) and errors (red). Left- forward read (R1), right-reverse read (R2) in PE. Coloured lines are individual
substitution contributions. Illumina HX, Phix genome, sequenced for control at WTSI.
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red solid line shows cumulative proportion of all errors and their
corresponding Q: there are 18% of error bases with Q30+. Though
average error cumulative curves for forward and reverse reads look
similar, the contribution of each substitution type is different for each
read direction, indicating library preparation artefacts [136].
An interesting metrics is the Genome Mappability Score (GMS)
[137]. While mapping score and Q values are assigned to an individual
reads, GMS is applied to measure an overall composition of the whole
genome. GMS is defined as a weighted probability that any read could
be unambiguously mapped to a given location within genome. The
measure is used per region, in order to define potentially low-mapped
regions based on their complexity. As a result, there are already found
large genomic regions, 5-14% of genome (human, mouse, fly, yeast)
which are hard to analyse with short reads.
A sequencing coverage depth and evenness are crucial metrics for
WGS, enabling accuracy of further analysis, e.g. determination of the
confidence of variant calling. Normally, one expects even coverage
along a genome, to avoid regional biases. However, coverage is known to
be uneven along genome [80], depending on its composition [27], function
of a DNA region, and many other features. An excellent paper about
theoretical and practical aspects of NGS coverage by Sims et al. [8].
Note that average depth is not very stable metric, it can be easily
biased towards overly deep covered regions [10]. These regions (usually
repetitive) can be mistakenly pointed for many misaligned repeats.
GATK best practices recommend excluding overly deep regions [126].
Median is known to be a more stable measure for coverage because it is
less biased towards extreme values.
o
Contaminated sequences may introduce artificial mutations
[138] when a sample from the same organism are cross-contaminated,
for more details read further subsections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2.
o
Insert size distribution is a metric of extreme importance for
a further data analysis, including variant detection. If it is too different
from what was expected by library preparation (for example, too long)
it might mean that reads are overlapping, and might introduce FP
variant calls [127].
Capture efficiency (the percent of all mapped reads that overlap the
targeted regions [139,140] is the most crucial metrics for WES or other
target sequencing; it is usually 40-75% for WES. For a more detailed
review of the metric Guo et al. research can be approached [10].

Assembly metrics
Box 8: scaffolds and contigs: The result of de novo assembly is a set
of DNA strings, called scaffolds. They consist of run of genomic DNA
and runs of ‘Ns’, denoting a gap of estimated length. These ‘Ns’ are
ambiguous bases. The substrings of scaffolds, separated by gaps, are
called contigs.
Very useful papers on genome assembly metrics and performance
comparison are from Darling et al. [141] and Meader et al. [142].
We want to mention some popular metrics to assess an assembly
performance [97,110]:
In the absence of reference genome [143]:
• Number of contigs/scaffolds. The fewer of them the better.
• Contig/scaffolds sizes: max, mean, N50. To calculate a contig N50,
one should first re-arrange contigs by ascending order. Then sum
up contigs in descending order one by one, starting from the largest
contig, until their sum will be equal or more than all contigs total
J Proteomics Bioinform, an open access journal
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half-sum. The contig N50 of the assembly is the length of the last
contig to sum up [144]. The same definition is valid for scaffolds.
• Total size of scaffolds. It should be close to an expected size of a
genome assembled.
• Number of Ns (gapped bases) should be as small as possible.
If there is a reference genome, one can assess assembly accuracy and
several normalised metrics. Namely normalization takes into account
only those parts of assembly that can be aligned to a reference genome
using standard local alignment tools. The most popular metrics [145]:
• Sensitivity of assembly is a percent of genome assembled;
• Normalised N50 for contigs;
• Normalised N50 for scaffolds, which is more complicated than for
contigs because of N gaps.

Q re-calibration
Even in a raw fastq file before mapping and computing error rates,
each base call in a read goes together with its predicted quality, Q-value.
Box 9: A Q-value in a group of a base calls is essentially a log
transformation of probability of error of a base call:
Q = -10 × log10(p)				

(1)

Where p is computed as the number of errors divided by the total
number of base calls in the group [146].
Brief description: The Q-value/score is the most well accepted
measure of base call quality [146,147]. The quality Q-scores compress
a variety of types of information about the quality of base calls into a
probability-of-error value. Many analysis tools and almost all assemblers
and aligners require quality score input to deliver accurate results.
In a raw fastq/bam files these Qs are predicted. The prediction
is based on a set of feature values of a base call, and on previous
experience with the values of these features. The predicted Q-values
are assigned with the help of pre-computed ‘canned’ look up table, so
called calibration table [24,30]. Low Q (Q<20, which corresponds to
0.001 error rate in a group) indicates an ambiguous base call. The high
Q (Q>30) usually reflects how successful sequencing on machine was
performed and how confident a base call was.
Note that library preparation errors usually have high Q values
because they occur before sequencing itself. The errors on a sequencer
are usually of low Q, and originate from technological and hardware
imperfections. There are well known sources of errors for Illumina
sequencers, such as dye label X-talk, phasing inaccuracy [81], molecule
degradation with time, G-quenching [148].
Box 10: In Illumina technology, the sequencer analyses one
nucleotide of the sequence in each cluster per cycle. At each cycle, A,
C, G and T nucleotides, each labelled with a different dye, are added to
the flow-cell and the intensity for each dye in each cluster is recorded.
Ideally, the strongest of the four intensities recorded at a given cycle for
a given cluster should correspond to the nucleotide at that position in
the sequence for that cluster. The signal to noise ratio is measured with
an index of dominance, called Purity. Two problems accrue in clusters
of DNA over successive cycles of the Illumina sequencer, making Purity
(and quality) low: phase inaccuracy due to base-incorporation errors
and dye-label cross-talk [76]. The phase inaccuracy arises due to baseincorporation errors. A G-quenching is usually lower quality base call
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Figure 4: Recalibrated Q-distribution: (top)-all called bases: cyan is for recalibrated Q, blue is for predicted Q, (bottom)-mismatch bases: yellow is for
recalibrated Q mismatches, red is for predicted Q of mismatches. Illumina platform, Phix control data.

of a nucleotide preceded [81,148].
Purity is considered high enough, if its value more than 0.6 [30],
ensuring strong dominance of intensity of unique base call. Purity
filtering is done by computing Purity for each of 25 first base calls in a
read. If second maximum Purity of each of base calls is more than 0.6,
then the read is defined as a good one. Otherwise the read is filtered out.
It was extremely pronounced for the v3 version HiSeq, and
significantly reduced for HiSeqX10 and X5 [136].
The predicted Qs do not always correspond to actual Qs for a
particular run/lane/library [148]. In this case (and in case when
heterogeneous data are merged) it is recommended to re-calibrate the
data using formula (1) [146,149,150]. There is in-house Sanger Institute
recalibration and error analysis implemented [30]. The authors attempt
not to remove an ambiguous base calls, but to make warnings (low Q)
of possible sequencing errors. An example of recalibrated Phix data is
shown in the Figure 4: the red and cyan bars are actual Q-scores for
errors and all bases, correspondingly.
Reliable Q-value is known to improve SNP call accuracy [151]
better than hard filtering. That is why recalibration is recommended as
good practice before variant calling.

Variant Identification: Variant Calling and Genotyping

complicated by various sources of sequencing errors. Thus a good variant
caller should compensate or correct for these errors. For a mainstream
genotyping and SNP calling guidance we would recommend [155],
especially if one wants to analyse human sample. The authors included
extra guidance in case of a data not conforming standard assumptions:
not having a lot of variance or reliable annotation set.
Variant calling includes small-scale variants [156], such as single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), short insertions and deletions
(indels) ranging from 1 to 50 bp in length [157], and large-scale
structural variants, Copy Number Variants (CNV) and Structural
Variants (SV), which are inversions, translocations, or large indels. Both
types of variants relative to a reference are identified by comparison to
a reference genome.
Proportion of variation in genomes is significant: e.g. for human
genome, SNPs constitute around 0.1%, while SV’s impact is estimated
as 1.2% [157] and CNV’s even as 15% [158].
One of the main uses of NGS is to discover nucleotide level
variation between populations of related samples. Thus, variant calling
is essential to comparative genomics and genetics of human diseases.
An important variant calling application is a clinical testing: Finding
disease-associated mutations. Variant calling from NGS can help to
detect mutations with a lower frequency than traditionally used Sanger
sequencing [159].

Variant calling from NGS data refers to a computational method
for identifying variable sites in genome from the results of NGS
experiments [152,153]. Genotype calling determines the genotype for
each individual at each site [154].

For the majority of Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) and Whole
Exome Sequencing (WES) studies detecting of genomic variants is one
of the final steps before biological conclusions.

Though variant identification sounds straightforward and simple:
Just compare sequenced samples to a reference genome, in real life it is

Variant calls are performed in two ways: (1) After aligning reads, or
(ii) After assembling. Sometimes these steps are combined. Alignment
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of short sequencing reads to a reference genome detects SNPs and small
indels in the individuals sequenced, but larger structural variants and
repetitive regions in the genome are more difficult to detect. Because
structural variation can disrupt genes or regulatory elements, wholegenome sequencing without assembly and detection of structural
variation is not complete [123].
For reference -based alignment, the location of each read relative to
the reference genome is mapped first. After reads are mapped, a series
of QC steps, including duplicate removing, recalibration and indelrealignment, are performed prior to variant calling [160]. The variants
are identified by comparison of mapped reads to a reference genome
[11,161]. They are further annotated if data about already confirmed
variants exist.
For assembly-based alignment, an assembly of raw reads is done
first, and only after it this assembly is compared to a reference genome
(if it exists). Variant identification after assembling might be useful for
individual genes, but becomes less successful when applied to whole
genome identification because one cannot use raw reads to verify
spurious variants and other genome’s contaminations [161].

Box 11: Somatic vs. germline mutations
Variant calling from NGS is successfully applied in genetics of
human diseases. There are three common ways how NGS data is used in
the area: (a) Identification of causal germline mutations in Mendelian
disorders [162,163]; (b) Identification of candidate genes for complex
diseases with GWAS [49,164-167]; (c) Identification of somatic and
constitutional mutations in cancer [164-168].
It is harder to detect a somatic mutation than a germline mutation
[11]. To detect somatic mutations in cancer, Yan et al. and Vissers et
al. [169,170] usually compare tumour vs normal samples for the same
individual.

Box 12: Small list of variant call tools
There are a lot of variant NGS callers, some of them are designed for
germline variant calls, others are more suitable for somatic variants. For
calling of large-scale structural variant special tools are developed as
well. A brief list, far from being complete, of modern variant callers is
below:
• Germline variant callers [11] are central for finding rare disease
mutations. The most known are: CRISP, GATK [160], SAMtools/
bcftools [123], SNver [171-173], VarScan 2 [174].
• Somatic callers are GATK, SAMtools/bcftools, SomaticSniper [175],
VarScan 2.
• CNV detection tools are: CNVnator [176], RDXplorer [177], Contra
[178], exomeCNV [179]. CNV are usually located within WES or
WGS data.
• A SV (inversions, translocations, or large Indels) detection tools are
BreakDancer [180], Breakpointer [181], CLEVER [182], SVMerge
[159].
The outputs of small-scale variant calls are usually stored in VCF
(variant call format) files [183], which are a text comma separated type.
An impressive amount of sophisticated statistics is attached for each
possible variant position in genome [184]. The large scaled variants are
stored in GFF (genetic feature files) format [185]. A machine learning
correction is employed by GotCloud [186], where the authors use
majority of metrics/features above to train their classifier and correct
for biases.
J Proteomics Bioinform, an open access journal
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After a variant call it is usually performed an annotation step
[64,187,188], followed by visualization [131]. The most common
way to annotate is to provide database links to various public variant
databases, such as dbSNP. Visual representation can be useful for
result’s interpretation.

Post-variant Call/Genotyping QC
The list of metrics, which are used as hard filters, is listed below.
One can assess a quality of variant calls with these post variant call
metrics [186,189-191]. We will mention some of these metrics and their
expectation for human NGS data below.
A single nucleotide variants are either transitions, Ti (purine-purine
A<->G or pyrimidine-pyrimidine T<->C) or transversions, Tv (pyrinepyrimidine). The ratio of random changes is expected to be Ti/Tv=0.5.
However, 1000 G [160] data showed that Ti/Tv for genomic DNA is
around 2.1, while for exons it is around 3. Other studies reported that
exonic synonymous Ti/Tv is expected as high as 5.6 [192], while other
genomic locations are generally in agreement with 1000 G data. Thus
Ti/Tv can be used as a measure of variant call quality control.
When analysed 1000G data, Wang et al. [193] found that Ti/
Tv negatively correlated with extreme GC-content: The higher Ti/Tv
within moderate GC-content (which corresponded to exonic DNA).
Hence GC content of the region should be takedn into account during
variant calling.
Number of known and novel SNPs per person is estimated to be not
more than 200 [194] novel SNPs. SNP spatial density can be important
parameter. Using data from WGS, the human spatial SNP rate is
estimated around 1.1 × 10−8 per site per generation [195]. Viruses have
much higher mutation rate, 10−3 to 10−6 per site per generation [196].
Another metric is heterozygosity ratio: heterozygosity to nonreference homozygosity ratio (het/nonrefhom). It was suggested by
Guo et al. [10] to use its value equal 2 as a quality control metric for
WGS.
A sequencing coverage depth and evenness are important metrics
to determine the confidence of variant calling. The more deep and even
is the coverage, the higher is the accuracy of variant calling [8].
To reduce False Positive (FP), many variant callers do a lot of
filtering and trimming based on metrics above: using a minimum depth
of coverage threshold, base call frequency, masking of homo-polymers
and repeats, trimming poor quality bases from a read etc. However,
while reducing FP, one can increase false negative (FN) while applying
these filters [161,197].
Interestingly, that if one does recalibration of Q-values; it will be
comparable and even outperform all hard filtering [186] in respect to
variant call accuracy.
To evaluate a performance of a variant caller, one should use a
performance metrics (accuracy sensitivity and specificity). These
metrics can be derived from contingency tables with FP, FN, TP and TN
variant counts [161]. One complication was that there were not a lot of
good benchmarking test sets and reliable reference. This complication
is partially resolved with selecting a gold standard test set, see further
in the text.
There is an ongoing discussion about sensitivity of variant calls
for NGS technologies, ranging from very optimistic 100% and
recommendations to use NGS for clinical testing [160] (where the
variant coverage was in average around 1000x) to much more cautious,
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such as 92% sensitivity for SOLiD [26] (with an average coverage
around 30x), while 98% for Illumina and Complete Genomics. Thus this
coverage difference might explain the difference in accuracy achieved.
A detailed review of post-map QC is done in a research by Guo et al.
and Wyllie [190,198]. GATK uses variant QC metrics for their variant
calls, using genotyping and known SNP information for a variant QC
and annotation. There is a good online resource for a variant detection
[199].

Problems and best practices to solve them: variant calling and
genotyping
Similarly to aligners and assemblers, there is a large amount
of variant call tools now days, so it is hard to choose a right one.
Surprisingly, there seems to be lacking a standard evaluation of variant
callers [161,200].
There are many complications and challenges for variant detection
from NGS data, such as a huge amount of variants. Thus Build 147
provides over 745 million submitted and 250 million reference variants
for 7 organisms [201], dbVar [202], and giving large amount of already
discovered genetic variations which should be compared with newly
called variants during variant annotations.
Large-scale projects, such as 1000 G [203], CHARGE [204] and
ExAC [205] significantly contributed into aggregating and harmonising
genome and exome sequencing data on genetic human variability, so it
became available for the broad scientific community [152] and helps
to improve sensitivity of variant detection. One of the conclusions of
these projects was that an application of multiple calling algorithms
improved the discovery rate and accuracy of genetic variants discovery.
Typical after mapping and after assembling variant call’s
complications are below:
The most pronounced sources of errors after mapping are repetitive/
duplicated genome regions and structural variation [97]. If slightly
different regions are mapped to the same locations, they give rise to
FP SNP calls. However, these regions are often given low mapping Q,
because they have multiple occurrence in genome. In this case they can
be filtered out together with true variants, thus given rise to FN. It also
should be noted that sequence-specific errors are not always associated
with low quality [80,81,206].
There is a special challenge to detect an indel (insertions and
deletions) [106] and structural variations [156]. The structural variant
call problems are described by Medvedev et al. [99] in details.
Even if reads are mapped correctly, but a region contains small
indels or structural variation, it can lead to local misaligning errors, and
subsequently to FP and FN calls [207]. For example, reads that aligned
at flanking regions of indels, are aligned with mismatches looking as
SNP evidence, but are actually alignment artifacts. It is recommended
by Van der Auwera et al. [155] to re-align indel locations locally.
Errors because of assembling, such as mis-joined sequences,
mis-incorporated adapters etc., produce a false positive variant calls
[161,208]. In addition, assemblies often mis-incorporate homopolymer stretches, specific for some platforms [209], and often collapse
multiple alleles into one erroneous variant call. Spurious SNPs are hard
to be filtered due to insufficient coverage (1X for assembly), and they
are harder to be verified with raw reads. Contaminated genomes are
hard to be detected with ‘after-assembly’ approaches.
Another problem is a reference allele preferential bias, namely that
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heterozygous alleles might be mapped better for reference variant.
In the studies [210,211] this bias was among most important factors
which affected allele calling (allele frequency estimation) of targeted
sequencing of pooled samples in disease association tests. For the
human genome wide study [212] they also found a significant bias
toward reference sequence, compared to alternative allele.
In the population genomics studies (such as 1000 G), mapping bias
is an important cause of errors in frequency estimation in the HLA
(human leucocyte antigen) human genes, reported [213] team. The
authors has found that reference allele frequencies were over-estimated
in HLA highly polymorphic regions, when analysing 1000 genome
data, phase 1.
A genotype calling artefact is still a persistent problem. A
visualization of genotype cluster plots for each called SNP is developed
by Morris et al. [214] to verify the quality of genotyping.
A discordance/disagreement between variant calling pipelines
[215,216] is another serious problem. To overcome this problem, a
set of QC metrics to increase reproducibility between SNV-calling
pipelines was developed by Wong et al. [159]. These metrics depend
only on reference genome used in the alignment without accessing the
raw and intermediate data or knowing the SNV calling details.
Another positive development is creating a ‘gold standard’ SNP
training set, based on NA12778 human individual, in order to classify
FP and TP in SNP calling by Genome in Bottle (GIAB) consortia [217].
It allowed more systematic comparison of SNP and genotype callers
aiming to provide clinical NGS usage guidance [218]. There is growing
evidence of improving sensitivity and specificity of variant call by
utilizing multiple call consensus approach together with this reliable
SNP set [219,220].
Though there are still some drawbacks of machine learning methods
to call variants (they are known to be often over-trained, or they might
pick up a spurious signal [160,186], the developing of reliable training
sets, such as Genome in a bottle data [217], should help to improve
reliability of these methods.

Cross-contamination of samples
When variants are called from NGS data, some fraction of low AAF
(alternative allele frequency) variants might result because of crosssample contamination or mix-up of samples [221].
Cross-sample contamination occurs often enough in large-scale
NGS studies; its fraction varies from 0.01 to 0.2 depending on a study
[221]. It can happen at many steps of a sequencing process: during
sample collection, storage, shipping and library preparation. Even
if a sample is sequenced without contamination, it can be mixed up
computationally at the later stages of merging of multiple runs or dimultiplexing pipeline errors.
There are two major types of contamination: cross-species and
within-species. While a cross-species contamination can be filtered
out during an alignment, a within species contamination is harder to
detect, especially for low coverage studies. Mis-labelling of samples
(human error) leads to wrong SNP calls as well.
Contaminated samples often have unusually high levels of
heterozygosity [222,223]. It is advised either to exclude contaminated
samples from analysis, or model sample contamination during analysis
to obtain more accurate SNP and genotype calls.
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Cross-individual within species contamination may become a
source of FP variant calls, genotype errors and reduced power for
association studies. It is very important to distinguish between crosscontamination calls and low level mutation, which is the aim in studies
such as cancer somatic mutations (sub-clonal mutations) [152,224].

What is done in the area to solve cross-contamination
Checking for contamination becomes important QC during variant
call step, and advised to perform for reliable results [225]. There are
several methods to detect cross-sample contamination. However, all
of them are usually supported by the additional information about
mutations in other samples in a batch [226] or known genotypes [222].
Li and Stoneking [152] detect cross-contamination mutations as
minor alleles for contaminated samples which supported by a major
allele of some other samples. They also use metrics such as allele
balance, depth and recalibrated Q to filter for sequencing artefacts.
For human data the VerifyBamID [222,223] methods is developed,
which utilises known SNP information for samples to detect crosssample contamination. The method suggests supporting contamination
estimation by a genotype data.
Recently Flickinger et al. [221] developed a method to estimate
and correct for within-species DNA sample contamination during
genotyping step. To estimate genotype, they use allele frequencies from
the population from which the sample was drawn. Allele frequencies are
estimated from a closely related reference population, from array-based
genotypes from the same population, or even from the proportion of
reads that carry each allele across all sequenced samples.
A brilliant wet-lab based method is developed by Quail et al. [226]
for either mixed-up or cross-contaminated samples of any organism.
The authors suggested a process where a set of uniquely barcoded DNA
fragments are added to samples. From the final sequencing data, one
can verify the reads of each sample sequenced and detect contamination
or presence of other samples by these barcodes.
To our best knowledge, there is no computational method to
estimate cross-contamination for any non-human organism is
developed so far. We propose a simple straight-forward method to do
so by analysing an alternative allele frequency and depth’s distributions
directly from an aligned bam data.

NGS Error Models and Simulations
The better we understand and characterise the sources of errors, the
better we can cope with them. Thus, it is very useful to derive an error
models and to simulate error-prone processes.
It is very important to benchmark existing and newly developed
computational methods to process and analyse NGS data. To do so,
one can use empirical or simulated data. A pitfall of otherwise valuable
real-life empirical data is that genuine process underlying it is often
unknown. Therefore it is hard to evaluate accuracy of a method. In
contrast, digital simulated data can be generated in controllable way
with known parameters. In this way simulated data can complement
empirical data for evaluation of a method.
Thus, simulation is used to evaluate performance of bioinformatics
tools [227,228], design sequencing projects [229] and computational
tools [230]. It is also very useful for evaluating of assemblies [231],
gene prediction [232], and genotyping and haplotype reconstruction
[154,233].
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It is essential to derive good realistic error model for successful
simulation of data. An empirically derived, sequence-context based
error models are used by Janin et al. [233] to simulate individual
sequencing runs and/or technologies. Empirical fragment length and
quality score distributions are used. Reads may be drawn from one or
more genomes or haplotype sets. In this way one can simulate deep
sequencing, meta-genomic, and resequencing. The authors conclude a
batch effect: Error profiles can vary noticeably even between different
runs of the same NGS technology.
In the interesting study, Orton et al. [234] have developed a
computational error model of Illumina’s sample processing, including
experimental steps. This model predicts which genomic locations are
likely to be affected by PCR errors.
However, there is some critique on simulators’ redundancy [18].

Discussion
About error correction
Generally speaking, there are two types of error correction: (i) After
aligning: An attempt to correct a mismatch between sequenced read
and a reference, which looks as an error. (ii) After/during assembling: a
consensus (as a majority of base calls) correction of base calls across all
reads belonging to the same assembled location, in case at least one of
them is different to others.
After alignment step, small amount of mismatches is introduced.
Though it is usually a very small proportion of data, they might
constitute the most important biological information about sample
variability.
However, as one could see before, a significant proportion of
mismatches are the result of sequencing and post-processing artefacts
and biases. One approach is to compensate for known biases by low
Q-score, so they would be warned for further analysis, e.g. errorprone motifs. Another approach is to correct mismatches utilising
knowledge about error sources for different platforms’ errors [161,235]
and computational methods for data processing (aligning, assembling,
variant calling).
There are numerous attempts to correct sequencing errors. If
sequencing is deep enough (> 10x), they usually correct mismatches by
consensus. The authors of Abnizova et al. [81] showed that 80% of errors
can be corrected by second best call for Illumina platform, thus reducing
FP rate significantly. The authors of Chen et al. [236] proposed to improve
sequencing quality and correct for errors by trimming reads for Illumina
data. They compared current trimming approaches [46,237] and suggested
their alternative one to improve both trimming speed and quality of
assembly for trimmed data. Many methods correct for known context
biases, such as GGGGT error patterns for Illumina [48].
Box 13: List of error-correction tools: A good list of tools and
their short descriptions one can find online [19]. For a platform specific
errors there are several error-correction tools such as Musket [238]
or Hammer [239] which is performed prior to genome assembly; or
PAGIT [240] and Pilon [241] performed after assembly.
A Bayesian approach to correct errors is introduced [242]. It
minimizes the error effect on detection low frequency SNPs, applied
to pyrosequencing data. There is an attempt to correct for high quality
PCR errors in this study.
Another very successful example of correcting PCR errors is
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developed by duplex sequencing [243], where the information about
forward and reverse complements strands are utilised. In Schulz et al.
[244], the correction of indels, especially important for 454 and Ion
Torrent data is introduced.

Problems and best practices to solve them in error-correction
An error correction might introduce new type of errors: miscorrection errors [245,246]. And these errors are harder to correct back
than technological errors. It might happen that ‘averaged’ error-corrected
repetitive regions are mapped wrongly along genome, creating uneven
coverage and false conclusions in further analysis [247,248].
Yang et al. [249] made a sound comparison of NGS platform and
a good explanation of current error-correction methods in general
and in details. However, the paper’s strong points surprisingly lead a
reader to a negative conclusion: the paper sounds very convincing, that
one should not introduce new mis-correcting errors. From Fujimoto
et al. research [245], one can find a conclusion similar to above: error
correction methods cannot handle heterozygosity and introduce new
mis-corrected errors.
Many methods correct for known context biases, such as GGGGT
error patterns for Illumina [80,44]. However, with new Illumina releases
(e.g. HXseq or v4 ), the previous nucleotide dependency is significantly
reduced, and new artefacts, such as larger context dependence on a next
to mismatch base, arrive [134].
On a positive side, there are successful examples of reduction of
error rates and improvement after error correction. Even some time
ago there were successful examples of developing strategies to improve
reliability of sequencing by machine learning approach [118].
More recently, Wang et al. and Manley et al. [247,248] developed
methods which improve the error rate for Illumina sequencing using
Phix spike-in external control as an example. Enormous reduction
of substitution error rate (93%) for Illumina MiSeq was achieved by
Schrimer et al. [249]. They tested different error correction strategies
for amplicon sequencing, and found out that quality trimming by Sickle
[250] combined with error correction by BayesHammer [239], which
then was subjected to read overlapping by Pandaseq [251] gave the best
results.

Conclusions
There are definite advantages of NGS compared with Sanger
sequencing: the NGS is cheaper and faster than Sanger sequencing
[252]. It also has allowed translation of results into clinical practice
[253,254].
However, there are still bottle-necks in high-throughput sequencing
[255]. One of the main NGS challenges is an overwhelming volume of
data generated [252]. It is also challenging to store, analyse [256] and
translate this amount of genetic and genomic data into medical and
biological context [3,256,257].
Another NGS challenges are dealing with long DNA repeats
(because of relatively short reads), and obtaining of uniform genome
coverage. Nevertheless, there is the evidence that longer read third
generation sequencing is capable to resolve these problems [101,109].
Even more, long synthetic reads facilitate genome phasing [258]
and reduce coverage which is needed for phasing [259]. Moreover,
the speed of DNA processing already showed how useful long read
sequencing can be in medicine and biology. Namely, Oxford Nanopor
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Technology MinION helped in 2014 Ebola epidemic [260]. One more
example is utilising the same device to track the Salmonela outbreak in
the Stanley Road Hospital, UK [261].
Although second generation sequencing has facilitated SNP and
small indels studies at the population level, analysis of larger structural
variants is still hard. Third generation mapping and sequencing
significantly helped to detect large structural variants [109]. Because
many structural variants are surrounded by repeats, the long-range
information helps to map repeats and detect variants [137].
The areas mostly beneficial from long read technologies are
genome assembly [262,263] and, correspondently, clinical applications
[264]. Thus, the authors of [262] assembled several genomes of model
organisms (yeast, fruit fly, Escherichia coli, Arabidopsis) to very high
quality.
Single cell sequencing is hoped to bring more understanding in
cell development and disease progressions [144]. We can hope to gain
qualitative understanding of life processes in the nearest future.
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